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A Life Size model for your 
New Home 

Working on your new single-family 
home? For non-architects it may 
be difficult to imagine space when 
only reading plans. An Austrian 
company now offers an alterna-
tive: Experience your new home 
in a purpose-built 1: 1 model. 
“Eins:eins planbar by St. Pölten 
(near Vienna) based architect Dan-
iel Gruber will build your house in 
1:1 scale inside a hall. This allows 
also for changes in the floor plan 
design. Not surprisingly, this new 
service is Also used by prefabri-
cated housing developers before 

Housing News
Vienna

they go into the final production 
of new models. All you need to do 
is to send your plans 38 hours in 
advance. 

For more info see: 
www.einszueinsplanbar.at

https://www.einszueinsplanbar.at/
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Pretty Small. Grand Living 
with Limited Space 

Recommended Reading

As our largest cities grow more 
dense, residents across the globe 
are turning the keys to smaller 
homes, and with it, embracing 
the limitations of a reduced floor 
plan with endless creativity. 
Pretty Small presents some of the 
innovative ways contemporary 
city-dwellers are setting up their 
spaces of solitude. 

From the best ways to manage 
storage, to adapting rooms for 
use at various times of the day, 
this book showcases the many 
opportunities homeowners have 
in becoming inventive with their 
space. Pretty Small provides 
both inspiration and guidance 
on anything from hidden storage 
compartments to ingenious bike 
mounts, and everything that lives 
in between. 

This book embarks on an exciting 
tour to a number of new dwellings 
which share limited floor plan 
areas while still offering surprising 
spatial qualities. Is this the solu-
tion we were looking for when 
striving for less consumption of 
ground in urbanised areas an of 
energy. 
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Pretty Small, Grand Living with Limit-
ed Space. English,  

ISBN978-3- 96704- 077-7. Gestalten 
Verlag, Berlin 2022 
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